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West Region Championship 

Binowo Park Golf Club 

6 - 8 May 2022 
 

1. Organizer and Committee of the Tournament 

a) The organizer of the tournament is appointed by the Polish Golf Union. The list of tournaments is 

available on the website www.pzgolf.pl. 

b) Composition of the Committee: the Tournament Director on behalf of the organizer and the Tournament 

Chief Referee. A person appointed by the PZG may be included in the Tournament Committee. The 

composition of the Tournament Committee will be made public no later than the day before the 

tournament starts. 

 

2. Eligible to play in tournaments 

Amateurs with a maximum handicap of 36.0 as defined in the R&A Rules Limited Golf Rules: 

a) players with a valid PZG HCP card on the day of registration for the tournament, 

b) players with a valid handicap card issued by other national golf associations / federations, provided they 

have a valid, official handicap confirmation. 

 

3. Applications, qualifications, tournament fees, starting lists and reserve players 

a) A maximum of 144 players can take part in the tournament. 

b) Qualification for the tournament will be in order of increasing handicap value. 

c) Applications and entry fees will be accepted in accordance with the information posted on the 

organizer's website - https://eagle2.pzgolf.pl/tournament/v301/#/7175/registration_am_other  

d) Entry fees are accepted at the Binowo Park Golf Club golf course or by bank transfer to the account 57 

1240 3855 1111 0010 4535 6028 by May 5, 2022. The title of the transfer should include "Championship of 

Regions - player's name and surname". 

 

Tournament entry fees 

Players - members of the golf course PLN 240 

Players - not members of the golf course, born in 1996 and earlier PLN 450 

Players born in 1997 and later PLN 240 

Competitors not associated in the PZG PLN 580 

 

Data for transfers: The recipient's name: 

Binowo Park Sp. z o.o. Binowo 62, 

74-106 Stare Czarnowo, Poland 

Account number: Bank Pekao SA: PL 57 1240 3855 1111 0010 4535 6028 

Please send confirmation of the transfer to the reception e-mail: info@binowopark.pl 

 

e) The list of qualified and reserve players will be announced on the website www.pzgolf.pl. 

f) Reserve players - players from the reserve list will be admitted to the tournament only if there are free 

places in the tournament. 

http://www.pzgolf.pl/
https://eagle2.pzgolf.pl/tournament/v301/#/7175/registration_am_other
mailto:info@binowopark.pl
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4. Tournament format; tees, classifications 

 

a) The tournament will be played in the gross stroke play format over 54 holes (3 rounds x 18 holes): 

• 6 May - 1st round, 

• May 7 - second round, 

• CUT - 50% of the best results and draws in the men's and women's classification will be qualified for the 

final round. In justified cases, the Tournament Committee may establish a different cut level. 

• 8 May - III round (final). Players who did not pass the cut have the opportunity to play the friendly round 

at the time specified by the organizer. 

 

b) Tee - tournament: 

• length of the field for men - white tees - subject to changes in length permitted by the WHS Handicap 

Rules. 

• length of the field for women and boys born in 2010 or later - blue tee - subject to length variations 

permitted by the WHS Handicap Rules. 

 

5. Resignation from participation in the tournament 

A competitor who registers his participation in the tournament and is qualified to it, may withdraw from 

the competition only if such information is sent in writing to the tournament organizer or by e-mail to the 

address info@binowopark.pl or by calling 784 655 058 at least for a day before the tournament. In such a 

case, the entry fee paid by the competitor will be refunded within 1 month of the end of the tournament. If 

the player does not withdraw his participation in the tournament in writing, the fee paid will not be 

refunded. 

 

6. Disqualifications 

Any competitor who is disqualified for not appearing at the start 

within the stipulated time or fails to complete the round without giving a valid reason, may be punished 

with a ban on participation in the next tournaments of the PZG Championship Series. 

 

7. The rules of extra time and tie breaking after playing the regulatory rounds 

a) The first place will be decided by the "sudden death" overtime on the holes indicated by the Tournament 
Committee during the overtime announcement. If more than two players participate in extra time, extra 
time will continue until the winner is determined. The following places will be taken by the players in order 
of eliminating from extra time in such a way that the later a player is eliminated, the higher his place is. In 
the event that two or more players are eliminated from overtime after the same hole, the occupied places 
will be determined by the better gross result in the following order: last round, score on holes 10-18, 13-18, 
16-18, 18 hole golf course, lower WHS handicap. 

 

b) The remaining awarded places (2nd and 3rd place) will be determined by the better gross result in the 
following order: last round, score on holes 10-18, 13-18, 16-18, 18 hole golf course, lower WHS handicap. 

c) Except for the prize-winning places (from 4th place) - if the competitors achieve the same total results in 
the entire tournament, ex-equo places will be awarded. 

d) In the stroke play net classification, the better net result in the following order will decide: the last 
round, the score on holes 10-18, 13-18, 16-18, 18 hole of the golf course, lower WHS handicap. 


